Is office and/or laboratory space available for leasing at UNC Charlotte, and if so, how do I begin that process?

Tell Me

Exceptional UNC Charlotte on-campus office and lab licensing space is available to businesses and researchers through the Charlotte Research Institute (CRI). When you lease office or laboratory space with CRI, you get an entire research university. With over 28,000 enrolled students, UNC Charlotte is one of the fastest growing four year public research universities in the country. Within immediate proximity to your lab or office is the immense academic talent of UNC Charlotte – access to our faculty and students is at your doorstep.

1. All prospective industry and government partners are encouraged to visit campus and tour our facilities with a CRI representative. CRI representatives can arrange tours of specific research centers and laboratory and office lease facilities, and will arrange meetings with identified research faculty.
2. Resources and consultative services provided by our 15 interdisciplinary research centers and five current National Science Foundation Industry-University Cooperative Research Centers (I/UCRC) is just a walk down the hall or across the street.
3. Our business and research partners are provided access to our premium convening spaces within our state-of-the-art campus facilities.
4. Both unclassified and classified industry and government partnership space is available on the UNC Charlotte campus.

Info

For more information about the Charlotte Research Institute and partnership space licensing options at UNC Charlotte visit the [website](#) or contact the CRI administrative offices at 704.687.5690.
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